1. Introduction.-The mathematical analogy between stratified fluids and rotating fluids derives from the control of the fluid behavior by the respective constraints of stratification and rotation. In a homogeneous fluid rotating at a constant angular rotation rate, n, about a given axis, motions in a plane normal to the axis of rotation are inhibited by the constraint of rotation. On the other hand, if a fluid in a gravitational field is stably strati fied, fluid motions parallel to the direction of gravity are inhibited because work must be done against the force of gravity in order to generate such motions.
Under certain restrictive conditions it is possible to draw an exact par allel between the effects of these two constraints on the fluid motion. A wide variety of phenomena in one physical system can be analyzed and under stood in terms of the behavior in the analogous system. The increased under standing provided by the different viewpoints is one justification for develop ing the analogy in some detail. A second reason is that laboratory studies may be more easily pursued in one of the two systems and experimental information pertinent to the other may thereby be obtained. Yih (28) includes a chapter on rotating fluids in his book on stratified flow and points oui the analogy between stratified fluids and rotating fluids. He has also demonstrated the parallel behavior of the two constraining mechanisms in a series of publications referred to in his book. Chandrasekhar (5) presents a detailed analysis of the problems of Benard convection and Couette flow and makes liberal use of the analogy. He has also indicated a few of the features of hydromagnetic flow which resemble those of rotating fluids. Greenspan (8) devotes an early section in his treatment of rotating fluids to the analogy. In an unpublished manuscript, Robert Dickinson has developed the analogy for a number of particular flows. Perhaps the first reference to the analogy was made by Lord Rayleigh (17) in a discussion of inviscid stability of Couette flow.
In the following pages we shall first show how the constraints in the two physical systems serve to determine the behavior of the flow in the simplest possible situations. The analogy is evident from a straightforward identifica-VERONIS tion of the physical parameters and variables of the two systems. Guided by the knowledge gained from the simple examples, we then develop the analogy between seemingly unrelated flows in fluids which are both rotating and stratified. A series of examples serves to identify specific properties of one system with those of the other. We shall restrict our attention to the case where the axes of rotation and gravity coincide. Also, we shall treat physical problems in which the boundaries are either parallel or perpendicular to the axis of rotation and gravity. Although a number of interesting problems are thereby excluded from consideration, the latter are of interest more in them selves rather than as aids in understanding the analogy. where fl is the uniform angular velocity of the frame of reference, v is the relative velocity vector, p is the uniform density, k is the unit vector in the z direction, and p includes bqth the pressure of the fluid and the centrifugal force, -OX(OXr). We shall usually refer to p simply as the pressure. The flow described by Equation 1 is called geostrophic flow.
For a stratified fluid in a uniform gravitational field with gravity directed toward negative z, the basic momentum balance for very small motions is hydrostatic balance which is g p ' = ap az 2.
Here we have subtracted out the static density and pressure fields so that p and p are perturbation quantities. A second equation for the stratified fluid comes from the incompressibil ity condition. If the stabilizing vertical density gradient is assumed constant and very large, the equation in the case of steady flow of small amplitude reduces to dp w-=0 az where p is the static density field. 
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ROTATING AND STRATIFIED FLUIDS
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Apart from physical parameters and dimensional considerations, Equations 4 and 5 are similar in form to Equations 2 and 3 respectively. Hence, we have a mathematical analogy provided that we make the following identifications:
Rotating S y stem (0) Stratified S y stem (S) The relations between the physical parameters will be brought out shortly. Note that relating v to -p' and x to z implies that the vertical, oy/ox, in system 0 is related to the negative density gradient -op'/az (or the positive temperature gradient in a Boussinesq (fluid) in system S. This also implies that the gyroscopic constraint, the uniform vertical vorticity, 0, is to be related to the constraint due to stratification, the negative vertical density gradient, -ap' jiJz. It is these basic identifications which make the analogy so complete and so useful.
For the second example, consider the simplest perturbation of a geo strophic system. We imagine that the perturbation velocities are independent of all space coordinates so that the momentum equations for the perturbation quantities are 
7.
These equations have a nontrivial solution provided that (u, v) "Veiw t where
The quantity 20 is called the inertial or Coriolis frequency and is the funda mental frequency for homogeneous rotating fluids. The corresponding period is called the half-pendulum day since a period of oscillation is executed in half the period of a Foucault pendulum.
The analogous flow in a stratified fluid occurs when a hydrostatic system is perturbed and all perturbation quantities are independent of the space coordinates. The vertical equation of motion and the incompressibility condition become
These have a nontrivial solution provided that (w, p') "'eiwt where , j -g ap w = ± 11 -; az == ± N
11.
The quantity, N, is called the Brunt-VaislWi or buoyancy frequency and is the fundamental frequency for stratified fluids. When the basic density field depends exponentially on z or when the Boussinesq approximation is' appli cable and the basic stratification is linear in z, the buoyancy frequency is constant.
If the analogy is to be extended to these two oscillatory systems, we must restrict our attention to constant N. We note that in addition to the identifi cations listed earlier 2n and N play similar roles. This latter identification also serves to relate the principal constraints of the two systems quanti tatively.
Although the analogy will be extended to fairly complex physical sys tems, it should be noted at this point that the basic physical identifications are already included in this section. Molecular processes introduce additional parameters in the two systems which must be identified but no basically new parametric identifications emerge when they are included.
For the general development we turn now to the equations of motion for a fluid which is both rotating and stratified and show how the equations can be cast in two forms which are related in a one-to-one fashion mathe matically.
3. The equations and the analogy.-The analogy between different phYSI cal systems involving fluids which are rotating or stratified, or both, holds rigorously under certain restrictive conditions. We shall derive the conditions for the case where a fluid is both rotating and stratified. In the following it is assumed that the flow can be described adequately when the Boussinesq approximation is made. Then the momentum equations for a stratified fluid in a gravitational field and rotating uniformly about an axis parallel to the direction of gravity take the form av 1
at p where v is the velocity vector; 0 is the angular rotation vector; p incor porates ordinary pressure, the centrifugal force, -0 X (0 Xr) and the static part of the gravitational term; r is the coordinate vector; g is the (constant) acceleration due to gravity and acts in the negative z direction; k is the unit vector in the z direction; p is the (constant) reference density; and v is the kinematic viscosity. We shall restrict our attention to the case where 0 is For a Boussinesq fluid conservation of mass is expressed as the continuity equation \7·v = 0
13.
The first law of thermodynamics can be expressed in terms of the pertur bation temperatures as aT af -+ V· VT + w -= kV2T at az
14.
where aT /az is the vertical temperature gradient in the absence of motions and k is the thermometric diffusivity. We shall consider only the case where aT/az =constant so that the analogy can be made precise. Thus we choose
where L is the characteristic scale in the vertical direction and 4AT is the magnitude of the static temperature difference over the distance, L. The constant, 4, is included in the definition for convenience as we shall see later. Substituting Equation 15 into 14 yields
We shall nondimensionalize Equations 12, 13, and 16 since so much of the analogy can be brought out clearly by so doing. We write the dimensional variables in nondimensional form as
where the primed variables are dimensionless and V, L, T, P, and {} are dimensional scaling factors. Equations 12, 13, and 16 then take the form
17.
1 A rotati ng, stratified fluid cannot be in a state of relative rest because of molec ular processes. Hence, the motions which are forced by the processes of interest must be sufficiently strong to allow neglect of the slow flow dne to molecular processes.
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Now consider two physical systems. In the first, which we denote by system D., we suppose that the rotational constraint is the basic one and stratification adds a modifying influence. In the second, denoted by Sn, stratification is basic and rotation modifies its influence. We shall therefore present two nondimensional forms of Equations 17, 18, and 19, one appro priate to system n., the other to system Sn.
System n,.-In this system we expect that geostrophic balance and iner tial waves should determine the nondimensionalization in the sense that the terms which balance each other in these simple flows have no parameters associated with them. Thus we are led to
20.
The momentum Equation 17 then takes the form 
23.
24.
We expect the rotating flow to be modified by stratification and the latter will be effective primarily through the buoyancy term in Equation 21 and through the vertical stability term in Equation 23 . Equating the coefficients of these terms so that they take the same form, we derive 2gaO 2dTV
This last equation shows the relation between the magnitude of the velocity 
26. at
28.
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The dissipation terms as written in Equations 26 and 27 have a certain symmetry which appears also (and more naturally) in system So. More com monly used forms for the parametric coefficients of the dissipation terms appear in Equations 21 and 23.
System So.-We now balance the terms which give hydrostatic balance and buoyancy oscillations. Thus, equating the coefficients of the local time acceleration terms, the pressure term, the buoyancy term, and the vertical stability term yields
Equations 17 and 19 take the form (dropping the primes) av 2 30. There is an exact analogy between systems 08 and Sf! for two-dimensional flows (e.g., variation with respect to y vanishes) provided that certain re strictions and identifications are made. To see this we write the equations in component form. Thus, for system O.
ax az
For system Sf! we have (re-ordering the equations)
35.
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40.
41. 
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If (J = 1, Equations 34 to 38 are identical in form to the set 39 to 43, respec tively. For the exact analogy we need only relate the So variable in the following list with the n. variable which lies above it.
System n.
System So
44.
For the special case of steady, linear flow the analogy is valid for all Prandtl numbers because the latter can be incorporated into the scaling of the de pendent variables so that u does not appear explicitly. If local or nonlinear accelerations are present, the restriction, u = 1, must be added.
The relations between the variables must extend to the boundary condi tions as well. In rotating, stratified flows, the usefulness of the analogy enters via the boundary conditions. E.g., if a flow in n. is driven by vertical vortic ity, iJvjiJx, imposed along a boundary where z=constant, the analogous flow in So would be driven by a vertical temperature gradient imposed along a boundary where x = constant.
Physically, the significance of the analogy is clear. The constraint of ro tation in n. plays the same role as the constraint due to stratification in So and vice versa. The dissipative processes and the oscillatory motions also fulfill similar functions.
PART II. TYPES OF FLOWS IN SYSTEMS nAND S 1. Systems n and S.-When the fluid is rotating but not stratified, F vanishes, the heat equation decouples from the system and system n. be comes system n. The pertinent set reduces to au ap
at az au aw -+-=0 ax az 1.
2.
3.
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When the fluid is stratified but not rotating, the y momentum equation de couples, F= 00, system So reduces to system S and the pertinent set becomes
az ax s.
6.
7.
8.
2. Linear, inviscid, steady flow.-System Q reduces to geostrophic flow and we recover the results of section 1.2. An important and well-known con sequence of geostrophic flow is the Taylor-Proudman theorem (16, 20) which states that under the given restrictions all variables are independent of the coordinate parallel to the axis of rotation. The result is readily deduced from Equations 1 to 4 which reduce to
The Taylor 
10.
Corresponding to the Taylor column is the phenomenon called blocking. When a cylinder with axis in the y direction moves in the x direction through the fluid, a horizontal slab of fluid whose thickness is the height of the cylin der moves with the cylinder. This phenomenon is not observed when the body has a finite length be cause the fluid can flow horizontally around the body. Hence, the analogy breaks down for three-dimensional flow. The breakdown is considered in detail later. 
where (J is the angle between the 12 (or z) axis and the direction of propagation.
The waves are transverse and in the three-dimensional system they are Cll cularly polarized [Chandraesekhar, (5) ]. The frequency is maximum, 212
in dimensional form, for vertically propagating waves. For horizontal "waves" there is no restoring force and the frequency vanishes.
In system S the equations become aw ap --2T= at az aT -+2w=0 at au ap at ax aw au -+ -=0 az ax
The dispersion relation for a wave form ei(-wt+kx+nz) is 2k
18.
19.
where cP is the angle between the horizontal (x) direction and the direction VERONIS of propagation. The frequency of these transverse waves achieves its maxi mum value, the buoyancy frequency, N, for horizontally propagating waves, i.e., when the restoring force due to stratification is a maximum.
Because of the anisotropy, when a wave of either system encounters a boundary which is inclined to the direction of the constraint, the reflected wave propagates in a direction which is determined by the constraint rather than by the boundary. This fact can be seen most simply by means of a geometrical construction given by Phillips (14) for a rotating field.
First we rewrite the dispersion relations as n = ± ak 21.
where a=w/(4-w2) 1 /2 in system nand a= (4-w2)1/2/w in system S. In For a chosen value of w, hence 01, plane waves must lie on one of the two lines, n = ±OIk which make equal angles with the horizontal axis. The wave component PR parallel to the boundary must have the same magnitude for incident and reflected waves.
The incoming wave is OR and the outgoing wave is therefore RQ or OQ' when drawn through the origin. 21. These lines make equal angles with either the vertical or the horizontal direction. Hence, it is evident that the direction of the constraint, i.e., either the horizontal or the vertical for our two systems, determines the line of travel of the reflected wave. To complete the analysis we note that the com ponent of the wave vector parallel to the boundary must have the same length for both the incoming and the outgoing waves. Hence, drawing the perpendicular to the solid boundary through the end point of the incoming wave determines the magnitude of the reflected wave vector. To determine the direction of the reflected wave we need only choose the sign so that the reflected wave propagates back into the fluid rather than through the bound ary. Hence, the constraint determines the angle but the boundary determines the magnitude and the sign of the reflected wave vector. In the example shown in the diagram the reflected wave propagates upward to the left. The amplitude of the normal velocity of the reflected wave is the negative of that of the incoming wave to provide cancellation at the boundary. The analogy between the two systems is contained in the identification of a given below where r= -zE-112, and (uo, vo) is the velocity at z=O. This solution, first derived by Ekman (6) , is an exact solution to the equations of motion. When plotted in the (u, v) hodograph plane, the solution takes the form of a spiral. This so-called Ekman spiral is shown in Figure 2 for the case Vo = 1, Uo = O.
The spiral can be observed in a laboratory experiment. The usefulness of the Ekman solution derives from the fact that it de scribes the flow in horizontal boundary layers for situations in which horizon tal variations are 0(1) . Vertical variations are 0( .E -112 ) in the Ekman bound ary layer and neglect of horizontal derivatives is correct to O( EI12) . where the sign is chosen so that r increases from the boundary into the fluid. The stretching applied to Equation 25 yields 
29.
which is equivalent to Equations 22 when u is eliminated.
In linear dissipative problems the flow can be separated into an interior part (denoted by subscript I) described by the geostrophic, hydrostatic 
31.
(For three-dimensional problems au/ax and av/ax are replaced by the total horizontal divergence and total vertical vorticity respectively.) But accord ing to the separation procedure described above
where V is the total velocity. Hence, Equation 31 becomes where � is defined so that it increases from zero with distance from the wall, yields the equation, valid to O(E2/3),
38.
The boundary layer within which Equation 38 is applicable is called a Stewartson (19) El/8layer. The layer is used to satisfy boundary conditions for the vertical and normal velocity components along vertical walls and also to absorb the flow from the Ekman layer when the latter must turn and flow vertically because of the presence of vertical boundaries. Abrupt hori zontal changes in the boundary conditions along nonvertical boundaries can also give rise to Stewartson layers. If the magnitudes of the variables in the El la layer are specified so that the layer can absorb the flow from an Ekman layer, the Ella layer cannot adjust the horizontal velocity tangent to the wall to make it satisfy a general boundary condition. For this purpose it is necessary to introduce another boundary layer, called a Stewartson layer of thickness El/4 and defined by the coordinate stretching where 7J increases from zero with distance from the wall. This boundary layer is thicker than the Ells layer. The existence of the El/4 layer is not formally obvious from an inspection of the equations but can be seen to be necessary when a careful analysis of the magnitudes of the variables is made. The magnitudes of the variables in the different boundary layers along with the lowest-order dynamical equations are listed in Table 1 .
The analogous set of equations for system S is evident once one makes the identifications given by 1.44. The Ekman layer along a nonvertical boundary goes into the buoyancy layer of thickness Rl/2 [Prandtl (15). Gill (7)] along a nonhorizontal surface. The buoyancy layer normally adjusts the tempera ture of the interior fluid to the boundary conditions on a wall (a vertical boundary in the simplest case). The two variables in the hodograph plane for system S are wand T so that the corresponding spiral is not physically ob servable in the flow. Ekman suction has a counterpoint in buoyancy suction.
The Rl/s Stewartson layer in this case adjusts the vertical and horizontal velocities to satisfy boundary conditions on horizontal surfaces. A Stewart son layer of thickness Rlf4 is necessary to adjust the interior temperature to In system Q free shear layers, i.e., Stewartson layers of thickness E lls and EI/4, are required to adjust the interior horizontal flow if abrupt changes in the horizontal velocities are prescribed along nonvertical boundaries. Cor respondingly, layers of thicknesses Rl lS and Rl14 are necessary to adjust the interior temperature and vertical velocity if abrupt changes in these quan tities are prescribed along nonhorizontal boundaries.
PART III. ANALOGOUS PROBLEMS IN SYSTEMS nAND S.
1. Linear, steady, dissipative flows.-A widely studied class of laboratory flows in systems Q and S is that generated by conditions imposed along boundaries where the Ekman or buoyancy layer is important. The method of solution is that leading to Equation 11.36. The present discussion is limited to a physical description of the flow in two simple cases.
Consider a situation where the gap between two vertical walls which are located at x = ± 1 is filled with stratified fluid. For a symmetrical arrange ment we suppose that the perturbation temperature at both walls is given by T. where the contributions in Equation 11.36 due to the values of 11 and w at the boundaries vanish because the boundaries are rigid. From the analogy to Equations 11.34 and 1I.3S we see that ur=O everywhere and there is no flow. Hence, the solution corresponds to a simple restratification of the fluid to conform to the applied conditions at the boundaries. There are no boundary layers in this case since they are not needed.
For the anti-symmetric problem we consider the case with T= To sin as at x= -1 and T= -T. sin as at x= 1. ---aTo cos aZ.
S5
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The vertical velocity and temperature at the boundary layers near the walls are given by the analogues to Equations 11.23 and 11.24 and are 'IV = += To sin aZ sin �e-e T = += To sin aZ cos �e-� 4.
5.
where � = F,:-1/2(1-1 x I) and the upper (lower) sign is valid near x = + 1( -1).
In this case the anti·symmetric thermal forcing leaves the temperature of the interior fluid unchanged. However, there are boundary layers in which the fluid in the vicinity of the wall rises where it is heated and sinks where it is cooled. In regions of vertical convergence fluid is pushed out of the boundary layer and an interior flow, given by Equation 3, is generated. The qualitative flow pattern in this case is shown in Figure 3 .
For the analogous problems in system n the vorticity, av/ax, is given by v. sin ax at z = ± 1 for the symmetric case and by += v. sin ax at z = ± 1 for the antisymmetric case. In the symmetric problem the relative vorticity of the interior fluid achieves the value v. sin ax and there are no boundary layers and no flow in the x or z directions. In the anti·symmetric situation the rela· tive vorticity vanishes in the interior and the (u, v) flow is given by the arrows when Figure 3 is turned on its side.
Although the analogy in more complicated situations exhibits additional interesting behavior, the simplicity of the problem just discussed brings out the parallel between rotating and stratified flows most clearly.
2. Benard Convection and Couette Flow.-The first mathematical parallel to be drawn between flows in systems nand S was presented by Jeffreys (11), though Rayleigh (17) had already pointed out a qualitative similarity.
In his article Jeffreys credits G. 1. Taylor and R. A. Low for pointing out to him that a mathematical analogy exists between the problems of Benard convection and Couette flow between rotating cylinders. In these problems the constraint is reversed, i.e., it serves to destabilize the system.
In Benard convection a fluid layer of infinite horizontal extent is heated uniformly from below and cooled from above. Heat conduction creates a temperature profile which decreases linearly with height from the bottom boundary to the top. Infinitesimal velocity and temperature perturbations are then superimposed on the basic linear temperature field and the stability of the latter is determined by establishing the conditions under which the perturbations can be maintained. The principle of exchange of stabilities was shown by Pellew & Southwell (12) to obtain for the system and the mathematical problem in two·dimensions can be reduced to the single differential equation 
6.
together with appropriate boundary conditions on w. For perfectly conduct ing, rigid boundaries the latter are
Equation 6 is the thermal analogy of Equation 11.25 with the sign of Ra changed because the vertical temperature gradient is negative. As the stabil ity problem is normally posed the coefficient, 4, is incorporated into Ra.
For Couette flow the gap between two concentric right cylinders is filled with fluid and the entire configuration is rotated about the common axis of the cylinders. If the inner cylinder is rotated at a slightly higher rate than the outer, and if the gap thickness is small relative to the mean radius, an azimuthal flow between the cylinders is generated and this mean velocity varies essentially linearly with radius between the values prescribed on the boundaries of the cylinders. The centrifugal force associated with this ra the outer, the multiplying factor is negative thus reflecting the destabilizing effect of the radially decreasing azimuthal velocity.
Jeffreys (11) solved the stability problem for Benard convection using the assumptions of exchange of stabilities and horizontal periodicity for the perturbation motions. Taylor (21) had already solved the analogous stabil ity problem for Couette flow using the same assumptions and Jeffreys indi cated the parallel behavior in his article. The results correspond, as they should, of course, and the critical value of the Rayleigh or Taylor number for the onset of instability is 1708. The analogy breaks down for the general time-dependent problem because in Couette flow the mean azimuthal veloc ity couples with all three perturbation velocities and instability associated with the shear of the basic velocity profile is possible. This instability mecha nism has no counterpart in the thermal problem. rotation of the container is changed at time t = 0 to a slightly higher value, the bulk of the fluid will initially lag behind the container but eventually it will also rotate at the new angular velocity. The process of adjustment of the fluid to the new rotation rate has been called "spin-up" by Greenspan & Howard (9) who analyzed the flow for the case where the containers are right cylinders.
The two-dimensional thermal analogy to the spin-up problem is the heat-up problem. Suppose that a contained fluid is stably stratified by a uniform vertical temperature gradient imposed at the side walls. At time t = 0 the imposed temperature gradient is suddenly increased by a small amount. The response of the fluid can be described physically as follows:
After an interval of the order of a buoyancy period, buoyancy boundary layers form near the side boundaries. At any given level the fluid in the buoyancy layer is warmed and therefore rises. At a slightly higher level the fluid in the buoyancy layer is warmed slightly more and will acquire a larger vertical velocity because of the increased buoyancy force. The boundary layer flow is therefore vertically divergent and fluid is sucked into the buoyancy layer from the interior. For a system heated symmetrically at the sides this buoyancy suction generates a horizontally divergent flow in the interior since fluid goes into both buoyancy boundary layers at the sides. This horizontal divergence generates a flow in the interior which is down ward (to compensate for the upward flow in the boundary layers). Fluid at a given level in the interior is replaced by warmer fluid moving downward. (In an enclosed container RI/8 and Rl14 boundary layers are necessary at the top and bottom boundaries to absorb the horizontal cross flow out of the side boundary layers.) The interior fluid is "heated up" by this indirect circulation.
Since the thickness of the buoyancy layer is 0(R I 12 ) the vertical transport in the layer is O(RI/2) for unit vertical flow. Hence, the magnitude of the VERON IS horizontal flow must also be O(Rl/2). The time for a particle of fluid to flow from the center regions of the system to the lateral boundary is therefore
Hence the dimensional time of heat�up is O«(J"1/2R-l/2N-l) since unit time corresponds to N-l. With R«l, this time is much faster than that due to diffusion alone, O« (T1/ 2R -l N -l ).
The physical description outlined above parallels that given by Green span & Howard (9) for the spin-up process. In the latter the buoyancy layer is replaced by the Ekman layer and the spin-up time is O( .E;-1/2 frl ) .
PART IV. ANALOGOUS PROBLEMS IN SYSTEMS Os AND SO
The analogy discussed in the examples just presented can be extended by adding stratification to the rotating system and vice-versa. It should be evident that this possibility exists because the parallel between the effects of stratification and rotation has already been exhibited and one might expect that the modifications which occur whcn these constraints are added to sys tems which already exhibit analogous behavior wiII not destroy the analogy. For the problem in system So (with (J"= 1) we consider once again the configuration with the gap between walls at x ± 1 filled with stratified fluid, but now the entire system is rotating about a vertical axis. The boundary conditions are the same as before and the flow is described by Equations I.39 to I.43 with ajiJt=o and f=O. We suppose that F=O(RO).
are
The interior equations, i.e., the parts with uniform derivatives of 0(1),
1.
These equations are correct to OCR) and we see that to this order the only velocity possible is a zonal velocity. By eliminating the pressure from Equations 1 we can derive the familiar thermal wind equation
Since u=O to OCR), there can be no O(R l / 2 ) flux from the buoyancy layers. The solution is thus markedly different from that given in Section IILl where a horizontal velocity of O(Rl/2) was generated via the buoyancy layers for the case with anti-symmetric forcing.
In the present case the equations can be ordered by expanding the vari ables in powers of Rl/2 and the lowest-order problem for the interior tem perature is determined (25) by the equation 
4.
The solution with symmetric boundary conditions, i.e., T= T. Sill at
F F
The remaining Cu, w) velocities are OCR) and are thus negligible.
s.
6.
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When a �1 the solution bears some similarity to the one derived for the pure stratified system in Section III.2. There is effectively no circulation [u and w are O(R) ] and the temperature is practically constant across the region so that the net effect of the applied boundary conditions is to restrat ify the fluid. The zonal velocity given by Equation 7 is necessary to balance the horizontal temperature gradient in the rotating system. When a»l the temperature perturbation concentrates near the boundaries and the middle regions of the fluid are more or less unaltered. Hence, the thermal response is quite different from that of system S.
For the anti-symmetric situation the problem is again given by Equations 3 and 4 but with T= ± T. sin az at x= ± 1. The solution is given by Equa tions 5, 6, and 7 with sinh and cosh interchanged. The thermal response for the anti-symmetric case differs very much from that of system S. When a � 1 the interior temperature varies nearly linearly with x between the values imposed at x= ± 1. Recall that in system S the 0(1) interior temperature perturbation vanishes. When a»l, the thermal response is confined again to boundary regions whose thickness is determined by a. The thermal wind relation, 2, requires a zonal velocity to balance the horizontal temperature gradient. The corresponding problem for system Qs consists of a layer of fluid hounded between plates at Z= ± 1 at which a zonal velocity, v, is prescribed by ± v. sin ax, with the sign again determining symmetric or anti-symmetric behavior. The solutions parallel those given for system So and will not be written down here. We note only that the inhibition of buoyancy suction or pumping by the addition of rotation to system So has as its counterpart the inhibit.ion of Ekman suction or pumping by the addition of stratification to system n •.
The foregoing example is of interest because it provides a picture of the changes in stratified flow brought about by rotation and vice-versa and be cause it shows how the analogy works (as well as what it means) in a fluid which is both rotating and stratified. 2Vl apl
where subscript 1 denotes O(Rl/ 2 ) variables and subscript 0 denotes the O(RO) variables governed by Equations 1. In the buoyancy boundary layers the governing equations are a2 -
The velocity boundary conditions are v = 0 at the side boundaries. For simplicity we shall choose T= To sin kz at x = ± 1 for T �O. The task is then to deduce the heat-up time and the spatial form of the response. The analysis is straightforward and follows that of Holton (10) for stratified spin-up. We shall simply state the results here.
We must clarify one point before proceeding further and that is the meaning of "heat-up time." In system S the meaning is clear because the response of the interior of the fluid is independent of the horizontal coor dinate and the deduced time response of the interior is valid in the entire domain. In system So, on the other hand, the time response is a function of the horizontal coordinate. Thus, on the time scale which has been chosen ( Jrl/2 N-l) , different parts of the fluid will achieve different "final" tempera tures as T-'> 00. By "heat-up time" we mean the e-folding time of the tem perature of the fluid locally. With this point in mind we find that the heat-up time, Thu, turns out to be
10.
When kF-1--tO, Thtl takes on the same value as it does for system S. Hence, either very weak rotation (F» l) or very large-scale heating (k «l) repro duces the results for the nonrotating heat-up problem. When kF-l»l, we find Thu "-'(j112N-1R-1/2Fk-1; hence, the heat-up time is reduced. Thus, either very strong rotation (F«l) or very small-scale heating at the sides (k »l) will reduce the heat-up time drastically.
The stratified spin-up problem can be formulated in an analogous manner and the spin-up time, T8u, is tanh kF
with analogous results for the limiting cases.
11.
As we noted above, the interior solution is a function of x. The tempera ture is given by cosh kx/F Tr = T o sin kz(1 -e-TIThu) . cosh kiF
12.
Again, when kr 1 --tO, we recovet the results for system S, i.e., the tempera ture adjusts uniformly in x across the fluid. For kr1»1, the adjusted tem perature is confined to lateral boundary regions whose thickness is given by Fk-1• Thus either strong rotation or small-scale heating at the sides will tend to concentrate the thermal adjustment to a limited region in the vicinity of the boundaries. This fact is responsible for the reduced heat-up time derived earlier for the case kF-l»l since the thinner region can adjust more quickly. If we redefine the scale of the system in terms of a length given by LFk-l, where L is the dimensional distance between the walls, the heat-up time for this region is the same as for the nonrotating problem, viz., (j112 N-IR-112.
The limit of strong rotation, F« l, in system So has as its counterpart the limit of strong stratification, F»l, in system Qs. Hence, the spin-up of a stratified fluid will be confined to a boundary region whose thickness is given by k-1F-l. The depth of penetration in the latter case has a direct analogy in the internal radius of deformation, LF, introduced by Rossby (18) to describe the lateral scale of penetration of disturbances near oceanic boundaries or regions of sharp horizontal gradients.
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as a stabilizing force because horizontal pressure gradients tend to be bal anced by the Coriolis acceleration; hence, the potential energy available to the system is not released until the constraint is overcome. Analogous be havior is exhibited by stably stratified Couette flow where the differential rotation is destabilizing and the stratification is stabilizing. Thorpe (22) has analyzed the latter problem making liberal use of the analogy and of the results already established by Chandrasekhar (5) and Veronis (23, 24) for the rotating Benard convection problem.
In the onset of instability in ordinary Benard convection, the cellular motions which are established carry warm fluid upward and cold fluid downward, thus releasing the potential energy which is generated by the unstable stratification. Associated with these cellular motions are horizontal pressure gradients. When the fluid is rotating, the horizontal pressure gradients are at least partially balanced by Coriolis accelerations which in volve motions parallel to the isobars and these motions do not release potential energy. Hence, convection is inhibited. In a similar fashion there is a vertical pressure gradient associated with the cellular motions (azimuthal rolls) in Couette flow which redistribute the angular momentum between the cylinders. When the fluid is stratified, the vertical pressure gradient is at least partially balanced by the buoyancy force, and this balance inhibits the overturning motions necessary for the redistribution of angular momen tum. Hence, the onset of instability is inhibited by the stratification.
There are many other characteristics of the two systems which parallel each other. E.g., because a rotating fluid can support oscillatory motions, the onset of instability in rotating Benard convection may involve oscillatory motions, in contrast to ordinary Benard convection in which the exchange of stabilities is applicable. For these so-called overstable oscillations to occur the Prandtl number must be smaller than unity. Oscillatory motions can enhance the onset of instability because the local acceleration partially balances the Coriolis acceleration and more of the pressure gradient can thereby be balanced by the direct circulation in time-dependent flow than in steady flow. However, local time variations will generate a phase difference between the temperature and the vertical velocity and this tends to inhibit the release of potential energy. The former, destabilizing, process is more effective than the latter, stabilizing, process when the PrandtI number is less than unity, because a small PrandtI number implies that thermal diffusion is large. The larger the thermal diffusion, the more it tends to balance the vertical convection of heat, hence the more in phase are the thermal fluc tuations and the vertical velocities. The stabilizing temperature oscillations are thereby minimized.
In stratified Couette flow vertical motions must carry colder fluid upward and this process requires work. Hence, the more out of phase the tempera ture fluctuations are with the vertical velocities, the less inhibiting is the stratification to the motions which redistribute the angular momentum. A large value of the Prandtl number implies a small effect of thermal diffusion. This means that vertical velocity and temperature perturbations are thus out of phase. Hence, the stabilizing effect of the temperature is minimized.
The onset of finite-amplitude instability in rotating Benard convection (24) has its exact counterpart in the finite-amplitude instability in stratified Couette flow. This instability will also occur optimally for small and large Prandtl number fluids respectively in the two systems. The same physical reasoning which was outlined above for the onset of overs table oscillations is applicable to the finite-amplitude instability.
where the temperature in Equation 5 is the specified temperature at the boundaries. The equation which determines the v velocity is the two-dimen sional continuity equation au av -+ -= 0. ax ay
6.
Thus, the lower-order problem yields an unaltered interior temperature and O(RI/2) velocities in the interior.
If the boundary temperature is given by T = To sin ay sin f3z at x = ± 1
7.
or T = ± To sin ay sin f3z at x = += 1
8.
the problem is straightforward. The forms of u and v are given by u = U(x) sin ay cos f3z, v = Vex) cos ay cos f3z. 9. 2 { a cosh a sinh va2+f32 -Va2+f32 cosh va2+f32 sinh a }
11.
For anti-symmetric forcing T is given by Equation 8 at x = ± 1 and the solution is the same as Equations 10 and 11 but with -{3 replacing {3 and cosh and sinh interchanged throughout.
With a ={3 = 1 the solution with anti-symmetric forcing is similar to that discussed in Section III.3. The fluid flows upward (downward) in boundary layer regions which are in the vicinity of positive (negative) boundary temperatures. In regions where the boundary value of iJTjiJZ is positive (negative) fluid is sucked into (pumped out of) the boundary layer. Hence, the flow looks like that of Figure 3 . The only modification is a relatively weak !J velocity.
For symmetric forcing the two-dimensional problem shows no O(R I/2) flow in the interior. (If one were to consider the initial-value problem, there would be an initial period of heat-up in which the restratification would be achieved and after that the flow would cease.) In the steady three dimensional problem the fluid rises in boundary layers where it is warmed and is pumped into (sucked from) the interior where the boundary value of iJTjaZ is negative (positive). A particle which leaves the boundary layer can enter the interior where it can flow unimpeded to the right or left and 
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return to a portion of the boundary layer where conditions require an inflow. A sketch of two particle trajectories is shown in Figure 4 .
If a»l and i3�l, the solutions take the following asymptotic form. For symmetric heating u � ± !,BToRl/2{1 + a(1 + x) }e-a(H x> , V "'" !a,BToR l/2(1 + x)e-a ( l 'Fx> , For anti-symmetric heating the solution is U � -!,BToRl/2{ 1 + a(1 + x) }e-a(H,,), V � + ! a ,BToRl/2 (1 + X) e-a (H,,) , 1 2. 13.
14.
15 .   FIG. 4 . A schematic picture of particle trajectories in the regions x�O for a stably stratified fluid with symmetric boundary temperatures T= To sin y sin z at x = ± 1. A particle enters (leaves) the boundary layer in a region where iJT!iJz >O( <0) at the boundary. Flow in the interior occurs in a horizontal plane where the temperature is constant. The thermal adj ustment of a particle occurs in the boundary layer.
VERONIS
Tn the symmetric case the flow trajectories look like those of Figure 4 but they are confined to boundary regions whose thickness is O(a-1). The y-scale of the flow is also O(a-1) , of course. The amplitude of the velocities is considerably larger, by O(a) , than that of the flow with a= 1.
For anti-symmetric heating trajectories again look like those of Figure 4 but the direction of one of the trajectories must be reversed. In this case the interior fluid finds it more convenient to flow laterally to an adjacent position on the same boundary rather than to cross to the opposite boundary where the appropriate inflow position is much farther away.
When the corresponding problem in system n is formulated, the solution shows that the addition of the third dimension does not alter the qualitative two-dimensional behavior of the flow. The reason is that flow in the x direc tion is subject to the constraint of rotation and the addition of y variations simply adds another constraining direction. r n system S, on the other hand, the additional direction is one along which the fluid can flow unconstrained and it can materially alter the behavior of the system.
A similar argument (26) shows that the analogy breaks down when flows in system So are extended to three dimensions.
